The City of Green, Ohio is prosperous, progressive and promising – three distinctive attributes that residents and business alike can embrace. Green is family-oriented, business-savvy and geographically desirable. We are a community with the commitment and the capacity to be a great American city.

The City of Green is geographically and environmentally blessed, with a generous supply of available land, newer housing and a growing business community that already includes Fortune 500 companies and hundreds of large, medium, small and micro-sized businesses. The city is positioned along a major north-south route, I-77, and is home to one of the nation’s fastest growing airports, Akron-Canton Airport.

The City of Green has collaborative, innovative, business-savvy leadership; a culture that embraces economic development and smart growth; a quality of life that combines rural and suburban living with convenient access to major metropolitan areas; and a community that invests in schools, parks and infrastructure.

The future is bright for the City of Green, based on our foundation of sustainable business growth that includes clean, green technology; proximity to growing universities and quality health care; -tech research facilities; and emerging technologies. The city’s base of quality manufacturers includes a cluster of specialty design companies. Our growing city attracts young professionals who seek an affordable upscale quality of life.

The City of Green is open to, and open for, business. Our business community is growing, active and engaged. Our Mayor, Gérald Neugebauer, is a civil engineer by trade and maintains a business-minded approach to managing local government. This attitude is reflected in how the Green Administration approaches its local businesses. The City regularly meets with business owners and conducts update meetings on the use of taxpayer dollars. Green also continues to make investments in its infrastructure to help businesses currently in Green and those that might call Green home in the future.